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ABSTRACT - Educational settings are generally known for using the IRE interaction. This paper aims at discussing an alternative way to transform the discursive practices in teacher education programs by using a theoretical methodology framework known as {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue}. It draws up on the socio-historical-cultural perspective for learning and teacher education as well as the studies on {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} as a theoretical methodological framework for teacher education. Data sources include a transcription of an audio-record of {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} meetings. The data is analyzed by with categories extracted from the Critical Discourse Analysis, interaction conversational studies and characteristics of dialogical practices. Results show that in such encounters new teachers’ ways of interacting shifted from being generally characterized by the I.R.E. patterns, to ways of interacting featured by more symmetry, with the participants contributing to the topic of the discussion, having the power to evaluate, interrupting, engaging in the topics initiated by others, showing willingness to participate, coordinating discussions, alternating leadership and alternating the position of the competent peer.
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INTRODUCTION

The ruling relations which characterize most current educational systems – such as the IRE pattern, for example, is still a concern for those involved in the task of educating teachers which share the belief that the more dialogic a discourse appears, the more it acts against rules and controls characteristics of the educational system. As Foucault (1979) highlights, power is played out through institutionalized discursive practices. This is significant in Brazilian context, in which educational settings are generally known for using the IRE interaction. On top of this, socio-historical-cultural approaches to learning have often failed to recognize questions of inequity and authority in

RESUMO - Contextos educacionais são geralmente conhecidos por utilizarem o padrão de Iniciação-Resposta-Avaliação. Este artigo objetiva discutir uma alternativa para a transformação das práticas discursivas nos programas de formação de professores ao se utilizar um referencial teórico-metodológico conhecido como {coensino|diálogo cogerativo}. Está embasado na perspectiva sócio-histórico-cultural para a aprendizagem e formação de professores, assim como nos estudos de {coensino|diálogo cogerativo} como um referencial teórico-metodológico para a formação de professores. Os dados são transcrições de áudio dos encontros de {coensino|diálogo cogerativo} e são analisados pela análise crítica do discurso, estudos da conversação interacional e características de práticas dialógicas. Os resultados demonstram que, nesses encontros, os modos de interagir dos professores novatos mudam do padrão I.R.E., para maneiras de interagir caracterizadas por uma maior simetria e com os participantes contribuindo com os tópicos de discussão, tendo poder para avaliar, interromper, se engajar em tópicos iniciados pelos outros, demostrando interesse para participar, coordenando discussões, alterando as posições de liderança e de par mais competentes.
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the distribution of mediatory means (Rowe, 2011). Bearing it in mind, this paper aims at discussing an alternative way to transform the discursive practices in teacher education program. Thus, I exemplify how new ways of acting foster new ways of interacting in Teacher Education programs and thus, provide more symmetrical space.

Analyzing teachers’ ways of acting in teacher education programs has been understood as paramount due to its relation with novice teacher agency. Greeno (2006) and Engle and Faux, (2006) and Niestz (2010), for example, argue that one important aspect of developing agency is having the opportunity to participate and contribute in interactions where one is framed and positioned as an accountable author who is in charge of one’s actions. In order to do so, appropriate interactional spaces must be created (Niestz, 2010).

By using a theoretical methodology framework known as {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue}4, I present an experience in which new patterns of interaction are fostered among the participants and how such new ways of interacting have the potential to foster new identities. Focusing on language use during {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} interactions could provide us not only with a better understanding of the possibilities for participation and learning for all the participants, but also with contributions towards our understanding of how to foster novice teachers and schoolteachers with more dialogical contexts. In addition, more studies focusing on language might help us understand not only the nature of such interactions but also issues of power.

If changes in discursive practices are indicative of social change (Foucault, 1979), it becomes relevant to investigate whether {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} meetings, are, in fact, providing contexts for alternative discursive practices and providing the possibility to subvert, through discourse, asymmetrical power relations. This becomes possible by investigating the language practices that occur in these contexts.

This paper draws up on the socio-historical-cultural perspective for learning and teacher education (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Leont’ev, 1978; Johnson, 2009; Le Cornu and Edwin, 2008; Lewis and Ketter, 2011) as well as the studies on {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} as a theoretical methodological framework for teacher education (Roth and Tobin, 2002a, 2002b; Wassel and Lavan, 2009a; Scatlebury et al., 2008). Data sources include a transcription of an audio-record of {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} meetings. The data is analyzed by with categories extracted from the Critical Discourse Analysis (Fairclough, 2003; Van Leuwen, 2008), the heuristic of {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue}, interaction conversational studies (Daniel et al., 2003; Cheyne and Tarulli, 1999) and characteristics of dialogical practices (Mateus, 2005).

This paper is organized as follows: first, I present the tenets of {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} as a theoretical-methodological approach for Teacher Education; then, the context and analytical methods are described and finally, I exemplify the patterns of interaction that emerge in {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue}.

{Coteaching|Cogenerative dialogues} as a theoretical-methodological approach for Teacher Education

Coteaching occurs when two or more teachers instruct alongside one another in order to facilitate student learning (Roth, 1998) and that they “may be novice teachers – i.e., those in training – beginning certified teachers, seasoned supervising teachers (mentors), school supervisors, department heads, university supervisors of novice teachers, or researchers” (Roth, 2006, p. 12). This approach to teaching began in the late 1990s when Tobin and Roth first implemented coteaching models as means for supporting teacher learning (Roth, 1998; Roth et al., 1999; Tobin, 2006; Tobin et al., 2001; Roth and Tobin, 2002a, 2002b). Based on their own experience in practicing coteaching, Roth and Tobin provided the rationale and the first experience of this implementation in a teacher education program (Roth and Tobin, 2002a, 2005; Roth et al., 2004; Tobin and Roth, 2006; Tobin et al., 2003). The authors report that initially the focus was placed on coteaching as an instructional experience, but they soon figured out that it was necessary to incorporate conversations about coteaching that occurred outside of instructional time. Roth and Tobin realized that coteaching was insufficient if it was not articulated with conversation about praxis (with cogenerative dialogues)5.

Cogenerative dialogue is characterized by encounters in which students-teachers and teachers participate in conversations regarding praxis that focuses on teaching and learning with the purpose to further develop existing understandings of the learning/teaching situation in order to build local theory and thereby increase the action potential of all participants (Roth, 2002). One of the most significant features of cogenerative dialogue meetings is the ability for such meetings to provide space for all participants to utilize a more equitable approach towards making sense of and generating an understanding of praxis (Roth et al., 2002), which, in my view, cannot be misun-

---

4 Here, {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} is written between brackets and the Sheffer stroke in order to “allows us to keep dialectical tensions alive and to eschew the use of independent polar opposites” (Roth et al., 2005, p. 7). Thus, every time the Sheffer stroke “|” appears between words in this dissertation, it means the concepts are understood in dialectical ways. For a more comprehensive view on this form of writing, see Roth et al. (2005).

5 Verbal Information. Lecture presented at Griffith University, in August 2012 by Professor Wolff-Michael Roth.
derstood power-relations-free. Thus, the main theoretical underpinnings of such encounters is the belief that each participant brings unique understanding and experiences to the field of activity while experiencing and interacting with the field in different ways (Wassell and Lavan, 2009a, 2009b).

Taking this into account, Roth and Tobin (2005) suggested the articulation of {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue}. {Coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} is grounded in socio-cultural theories of learning⁶, which underpin how coteaching is enacted in the classroom, how practices might be altered as a result of coteaching and how learning might come about through coteaching (Murphy et al., 2009). Tobin et al. (2001), for example, defines it in terms of a collective practice, in which learning arises from the experience of being-together-with where new teachers learn and develop their practices with more experienced practitioners. Lehner (2006) affirmes that the researchers acknowledge the significance of Lave and Wenger’s (1991) theory for the development of {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} as a model for teacher learning, which means that, from this perspective, new teachers begin their learning trajectory as legitimate peripheral participants in a community of teaching practitioners and move closer to the center of this community as they progressively demonstrate effective implementation of those practices considered by its members as markers of membership (Lehner, 2006).

The very definition of cogenerative dialogues stresses the role of dialogue: it is defined as (a) the “effective negotiation of the systems they navigate each day” (Stith and Roth, 2010); (b) “open discussions in which all participants’ opinions and voices have equal value, and the participants co-generate a product” (Martin, 2006; Scantlebury et al., 2008); (c) a ‘radically democratic’ discussion among collaborator with varying experience and expertise (Tobin et al., 2001) in the “democratic construction of (open) theory” (Roth et al., 2004) for a “collectively engagement in building theory” (Roth et al., 2004) in “a form of structured discourse” (Martin, 2006), which thus results in the “co-generation of solutions” and local theory (Martin and Scantlebury, 2009). Therefore, from my standpoint, an epistemological theory based on dialogue and the social relations individuals share could not avoid a critical look into the language used in this context because linguistic structures are used as ways of acting, interacting, representing and being in the world and with people (Resende and Ramalho, 2006).

Because the very definition of {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} stresses the centrality of the use of language in both social practices, I believe understanding how linguistic structures are used as ways of action in the world and between people is of great value for those involved in {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue}. The possibility of subverting, through discourse, asymmetrical power relations may become a characteristic aspect of {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} meetings in creating a more democratic environment for education.

The aim of {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} is to provide spaces in which the distribution of power is shared. Therefore (a) “everybody needs to be active, contributing to the dialogue; all participants are equal at the outset and participants’ experience must be treated as legitimate, even if it might not be shared” (Roth et al., 2004, p. 21) and (b) the exchange of ideas between participants who hold radically different philosophical positions are allowed and facilitate the creation of a “third-space” (Lehner, 2006). This framework is, in essence, concerned with social changes that might overcome asymmetrical relations of power and are, in part, supported by discourse. In this sense, the aim at intervening socially to produce change that favors those in a disadvantage in a specific social practice, that is, to contribute to combating relations of domination (Resende and Ramalho, 2006), is at the core of such perspectives.

The central motto of the perspective is ‘coteaching is colearning in praxis’ (Roth and Tobin, 2005). According to the authors, by co-participating in teaching, particularly with an experienced teacher, novice teachers come to enact appropriate teaching, as a way of being in the world (Roth and Tobin, 2002a, 2002b). These authors support that this is mainly concerned with student learning followed by addressing impediments within schooling which would then result in the improvement of the conditions of learning (Roth and Tobin, 2002a) since the essence of {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue} is to maximize teaching and learning in the here and now of actual (revolutionary) praxis.

A considerable amount of literature has been published on the results and benefits of {coteaching|cogenerative dialogue}. These studies are not solely interpreted as a methodology for the improvement of teacher education

⁶ Although there are many approaches to learning that fall under the heading of socio-cultural theories (socio-cultural, cultural-historical and CHAT, for example), they all share their roots in the work of Vygostsky (1978), and therefore, are grounded in the notion that “human development relies on the appropriation of pre-existing cultural tools, that this appropriation occurs through social interchange, and that as a consequence of these dynamics, people grow into the frameworks for thinking afforded by the cultural practices and tools made available to them in the social setting of their development” (Ellis et al., 2010, p. 4).

⁷ Third space is understood here as the space in which alternative and conflictive discourses and positionings transform the contradictions and the difference in collaborative environments of learning created by the overlap of two different spaces and the reciprocity between participants. It means new social practices – different from the ones existing – are created through the collaboration of the participants (Gutiérrez et al., 1999; Norton-Meier and Drake, 2010; Max, 2010).
by providing new opportunities for learning to teach and for the enhancement of student learning, but also as means to overcome the theory/practice gap. The main benefits of implementing \{coteaching\/cogenerative dialogue\}, according to the studies, are its impacts on the teaching and learning experiences of all participants (Roth et al., 2004; Roth et al., 1999; Roth and Tobin, 2002a; Scantlebury et al., 2008), as it increases opportunities for actions that would otherwise not occur (Roth et al., 2004). For instance, several researchers have noted that a very important type of learning occurs from pairing up both activities (coteaching and cogenerative dialogue): the creation of resources that provide teachers (not only novice teachers but all the participants involved) with opportunities for the development of agency (Elden and Levin, 1991; Roth et al., 2000; Stith and Roth, 2006, 2010). Eick et al. (2003) also argue that coteaching provides shared experiences for student teaching supervisors, methods instructors, schoolteachers and novice teachers in order to engage in theoretical discussions and improve their practice in the classroom. Others have highlighted that the process makes merging the usually separate activities of professional development, supervision, evaluation and research viable (Roth and Tobin, 2002a). In doing so, the process sets a pretense for ongoing evaluation in which the focus is placed on teaching with the intent of enhancing the learning of the students (Roth and Tobin, 2002a).

Regarding the use of \{coteaching\/cogenerative dialogue\} in teacher education, research has shown that its implementation within professional education programs offers various possibilities for the evocation of positive change not only in teacher education programs, but also in the classrooms of the participants at schools (Milne et al., 2011). It has been argued that the process exhibits the potential to (a) expand evaluation methodologies that will position participants more centrally not only in the collection of data, but also in the analysis of this data in order to catalyze transformative practices in education programs (Martin and Scantlebury, 2009), (b) reduce the number of hindrances associated with assessment, (c) provide contexts for generative learning, and (d) contribute to a more sophisticated activity system associated with preparing teachers (Milne et al., 2011). This is possible according to the researchers, because, in cogenerative dialogue (meetings that follow cotought lessons), all teachers discuss and theorize their experiences in the foregoing lesson with the intent to designate changes in the learning environment. These changes are subsequently implemented to thus improve teaching and learning (Wassel and Lavan, 2009b).

However, little has been researched about the ways people interact in such encounters. Lave and Wenger (1991, p. 109) posit that participation in a community of practice entails ‘learning to talk’ within a practice. Based on this perspective, we still need to understand how one “learns to talk”, how the language used affords or constrains participation and shared contribution in \{coteaching\/cogenerative dialogue\} settings (El Kadri, 2014). This paper aims at addressing such gap.

The context

This study is part of a two-year investigation of teacher induction through \{coteaching\/cogenerative dialogue\} organized within the Brazilian Institutional Bursary Program for the Initiation to Teaching\(^8\) (henceforth PIBID). PIBID is a program designed by CAPES\(^9\) to enhance teacher education and teaching in public schools. The program aims at promoting innovative teaching practices in public schools and the integration of theory and practice by inserting novice teachers in public schools, positioning the schoolteachers as co-supervisors. This study focuses on a teacher education program involving a public university in Paraná, Brazil and PIBID. Within this context, I chose to implement \{coteaching\/cogenerative dialogue\} as context for the teaching practicum, which occurs during the third and fourth term of the teacher education program.

This article is part of a doctoral dissertation which aimed at understanding the transformation of teacher identities during their teaching practicum organized within PIBID through \{coteaching\/cogenerative dialogue\} as a methodological approach. Teacher identities were investigated through new teachers’ ways of acting, interacting, representing and being and data sources include audio-records of \{coteaching\/cogenerative dialogue\} meetings, lectures by novice teachers given in academic seminars, papers, journals and reports. The analysis carried out was a longitudinal one focusing on two particular new teachers during two years. For the purpose of this paper, however, I focus only on the ways of interacting in \{coteaching\/cogenerative dialogue\} and data source include one transcription of a cogenerative dialogue.

In the present study, participants had chosen to implement \{coteaching\/cogenerative dialogue\} based on an initial outline of what the model implies. Inherently, because none of the participants had prior experience, they had to grow into their new roles in and through implementing the model. Realizing cogenerative dialoguing as described in the research literature was also made difficult when a new teacher exhibited resistance (El Kadri and Roth, 2013). Similarly, participants had to grow into their roles of teaching alongside someone else and to take full responsibility for student learning even though someone else was taking currently the lead.

---

\(^8\) In Brazil, it is called ‘Programa Interinstitucional de Iniciação à Docência’. It offers bursary to teachers who are involved in it.

\(^9\) CAPES is an agency under the Ministry of Education in Brazil which is responsible for several teacher education programs.
Cogenerative dialogues occurred weekly at the school involving all participants including all new teachers in the cohort, the cooperating teacher\(^\text{10}\), and the teacher educator; on occasion, a member of the school administrative staff also participated. Most of the cogenerative dialogue meetings focused on issues related to (a) the enactment of coteaching and coplanning; (b) strategies for dealing with classroom management; (c) skills to be focused in the English teaching curriculum; (d) resources to be used; (e) approaches to teach English; (f) student motivation and attitudes; (g) debriefing preceding lessons; (h) participating in teaching social practices (e.g. seminar and school evaluation board); and the (h) relationship with the school. The particular transcription represented in this paper focus on pedagogic strategies that would improve the learning conditions of LGBT students in the classroom.

As part of their practicum in a program to be certified as English teachers, 12 new teachers were assigned to a cohort led by the author of this paper. In this article, I exemplify the findings about ways of interacting by focusing on an interaction between two new teachers – Aline and Estéfani\(^\text{11}\) – a cooperating teacher – Alice – and myself.

After the transcription, the analysis were carried out with categories extracted from the Critical Discourse Analysis (Fairclough, 2003; Van Leeuwen, 2008), the heuristic of \{coteaching|cogenerative dialogue\}, interaction conversational studies (Daniel et al., 2003; Cheyne and Tarulli, 1999) and characteristics of dialogical practices (Mateus, 2005).

**Patterns of interaction in \{coteaching|cogenerative dialogues\}: A case-study**

This section exemplifies the ways of acting and interacting in \{coteaching|cogenerative dialogues\}. In the episode below, teachers begin to debate pedagogic strategies that would improve the learning conditions of LGBT students in the classroom. Dealing with the prejudice against LGBT students in English classes turned out to be a topic of the coteachers’ concern when contemplating further transformation and the implementation of such topics into the curriculum. This theme then became the topic of several \{coteaching|cogenerative dialogue\} meetings and, as a result, began to appear in the curriculum in non-explicit forms due to a lack of confidence among the teachers in dealing with this topic. However, the way teachers clearly speak freely about it is significant for the trust relations between teachers.

### Excerpt 1

**Co-planning meetings, May 3\(^{rd}\), 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragment 6</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01 Ste:</td>
<td>About the activities you sent us by e-mail, I thought <em>they were very cool… but you have to know how to work with that, right?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02 Mi:</td>
<td>yeah… I was thinking about it… guys, there is one unit there called ‘gay families’…a unit… maybe it is…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 A:</td>
<td>there are some…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 Ste:</td>
<td>yeah, I saw it… […] so, <em>but you have to know how to do</em> with that, Michele, because at the time I saw it I said: My God! How do we…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05 A:</td>
<td>yeah, there are some units… <em>they are easy</em> to work with, <em>but there are some I said</em>, Oh!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06 Mi:</td>
<td>but have you seen the title? Taboos and Issues… so, all the units are about taboos issues…they talk about an older guy… everything is a taboo, things that people do not talk about it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07 Ste:</td>
<td>but <em>it is interesting</em> for them!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 A:</td>
<td>guys, <em>I do not know how to work with that</em>… I am very prejudiced […] Sometimes we think we are not, but then comes the time… and no… I think I am already… I have prejudice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 Mi:</td>
<td>ok, <em>what about we start to think about… let me see… with diversity?</em> With stereotypes, for example… Do you know this other material? The Intercultural Resource Pack? <em>I think maybe we could start</em> working with it, and not be specific about it, you know, do not touch the issue… Let’s work with diversity in general.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Ac:</td>
<td>yeah, in general, in general…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{10}\) The cooperating teacher is the schoolteacher.

\(^{11}\) All the participants authorized the use of their real name.
Excerpt 1. Continuation.

11 A: I think it is complicated...like that... for example, in the day we were talking about it in the meeting, Duda said, for example: “No, I do not agree... I think we shouldn’t work with it”... And then, I was watching Grey’s Anatomy and they were discussing it, so... [...] I thought, why not?

12 Ac: look, but if in the class I am going to say something about it, I am afraid, I do not know how to... I have to pay a lot of attention so I do not say something..... I don’t know...

13 A: No, but I think...you know what happens, Alice? Depends on where you are.... The context you are working with, for example.... Here, I believe it is fundamental. Students are feeling really bad about it.

14 Ste: Can we think about it a little bit more?
15 A: It is better.
16 Mi: Ok. We discuss it next meeting then...
17 A: But we have to do so!12

In Excerpt 1, Stefani is the one initiating dialogue/ideas, calling attention to the topic by (turn 01) referring to a virtual post I sent to them (a link to the book, Taboos and Issues). It is possible to note that this may have been a topic that worried Stefani. She initiated the topic evaluating the material as “cool” and, at the same time, proposes an adversative sentence introduced by the contrastive marker “but” (“but you have to know how to work with it”), followed by a request for confirmation “right?”.

Stefani requires a direct answer from me, and I begin to explain my intention for sending the material by suggesting that it was a unit to be used for future lesson plans. As I try to express this by using a deontic modality (maybe it is...), I am interrupted by Aline, who also evaluates the material (“they are easy to work with but there some... I said Oh! – turn 05). I then agree with Aline, justifying the topics in the material by its title “but have you seen the title?” and highlighting that this was the main point (turn 06). Stefani interrupts me, introducing her evaluative utterance using the adversative, “but it is interesting for them” (turn 06). At this point, for Stefani, although the activities are interesting, she does not know how to work with them. Aline interrupts again stating that she also is not knowledgeable on the subject of approaching this topic in the classroom, labeling herself as a prejudiced person (turn 08). My next utterance is then a “step back” from my first proposal. By using the expressions, “what about” and “let me see”, I re-think my first suggestion and decide to propose using the unit on “diversity” as a means of not addressing the issue directly, since novice teachers were feeling uncomfortable with this. My suggestion continued with the subjectively marked modalities, “I think maybe we could start”, indicating the subjective modality. There is explicit subjectivity here in regards to the degree of affinity with the proposition, marking, it is clear that the affinity represented belongs to myself (Fairclough, 2003), therefore decarcating the existence of other possible views. Alice agrees with this (turn 10) and Aline (turn 11) takes the turn, evaluating what we were doing: “it is complicated. “By evaluating this as complicated, Aline adopts a position that differs from that taken in the beginning of the conversation, showing willingness to participate in different ways. Although labeling herself as a prejudiced person, she contemplates this and reconsider the it when I retract. By offering varied points of view, e.g. by providing evidence that another teacher is against it and a counter-argument that the TV show “Grey’s Anatomy” discussed it, she considers: “I thought, why not?” (turn 11). Alice disagrees with the idea of addressing the topic in English classes based on her personal feeling: “I am afraid, I do not now how to” (turn 12). She appears to feel insecure about it, confirmed by her utterance, “I don’t know.” Then, Aline supports a different perspective than the one she adopted in the first year. Even though she stated that she did not know how to do it, she wanted to do so. She disagrees politely with Alice’s perspective through the adversative but and the subjectively modality ‘I think’ (“but I think... you know what happens, Alice?” – turn 13), explaining that it depends on the context and, in ours, and in her perspective, it was fundamental, since students were saddened by the occurrences in the classes. Stefani, who first initiated the topic, asks for more time to think about it (turn 14). Alice agrees with this, (turn 15) evaluating it (“it is better”) and I suggest we leave the discussion for the next meeting (turn 16). Aline’s reinforcement demonstrates great levels

12 Excerpt originally in English.
of commitment to the perspective through the deontic modality *we have to*: “but we have to do so!” (turn 17).

This excerpt is a significant example for attempting to understand the ways of acting in *coteaching/cogenerative* and the relations of power within this context. One of the ways to determine whether the relationship between the participants is equitable and characterized by little social distance is by the fact that their evaluation of the topic is similar (Young and Fitzgerald, 2006). Here, most of the participants explicitly evaluate and represent themselves as without knowledge of how to deal with this issue. Although I do express this explicitly, the fact that I step back from my suggestion is an implicit way to say that I concur. Despite the presence of disposition among the participants towards discussing the topic, all of them appear to evaluate the topic as necessary but also difficult (due the lack of knowing). According to Young and Fitzgerald (2006), the fact that the participants share views and appraise facts similarly is an important feature in more equitable relations.

Indeed, what we can notice here is that power is distributed in more even ways than traditional contexts. Here, all the participants contribute to the topic initiated by Stefani; Stefani and Aline have the power to evaluate (turns 01, 07 and 11) and Aline, Alice and Stefani interrupt (turns 04, 11 and 13). Thus, the fact that people can decide to enter dialogue whenever they wish to do so and can also decide to continue the dialogue on other occasions (Fairclough, 2003), as suggested by Stefani (turns 01 and 14), is a demonstration that power is being equally distributed. Power is also seen as distributed because no one in the interaction is explicitly told when to start talking and acting, rather, everybody engages in the topic instigated by Stefani as they continue the dialogue. When suggestions are made, one no longer tells the other how to do something, but, rather, all are encouraged to speak. For example, in my turns 02 and 09 the language employed is orientated for difference: there is a high level of epistemic modality and there are questions that suggest others should join in the discussion and that the proposition is open to negotiation. These features might be seen as an indication of intention towards developing shared knowledge (Nystrand *et al.*, 1997). Since more powerful institutional participants in each context can indirectly constrain or allow participation of others by selecting the discourse type (Fairclough, 2003, p. 46-47), language choice is made “in regard to the meaningful proposal intended by certain forms of exercising power” (Pardo-Abril, 2007, p. 140). Although social situations define people with more or less power (Fairclough, 2003) with regard to institutional position, many may attempt to subvert such relations through language. It is in this space that lexical choices may reallocate the roles played by the individuals.

Although I seem to still ‘control’ the power, as I am the one that sent the material and suggested the approach, this power is distributed in more even ways as a result of this specific type of interaction: a mixture of questions and responses shows people are equally engaged in asking and answering questions (Young and Fitzgerald, 2006). There is also a more equitable distribution of turns, a great number of interruptions, and a low number of turns dominated by the teacher educator, such are characteristics of dialogical practice (Mateus, 2005).

All the participants take turns to act in various ways: asking questions, making requests, explaining, etc. (Fairclough, 2003). Stefani selected and changed topics (Fairclough, 2003), Alice and Aline were free to disagree, recognizing the differences between their perspectives (Fairclough, 2003), and Aline offered her interpretation of what has been said (Fairclough, 2003). Aline’s way of acting here is particularly significant. She expresses her opinion by agreeing and disagreeing (Roth, 2002) in a way that contributes to the discussion. She is more opened to the difference (Fairclough, 2003), despite her ways of acting during the first year. A disposition to talk about the issue was noticeable, even without feeling comfortable, which shows she is implicated in the process and consequences of the activity in the teaching/learning.

Another important element of these particular ways of acting is the accentuation of difference and the struggle over meaning, norms and power, which characterizes dialogical meetings. How to deal with the conflicts encountered in the classroom went unresolved in these meetings, as participants agree with the need to discuss it again but not on how or whether we should do so. There is an implicit struggle for power: Alice demonstrates her power by presenting doubts regarding the topic and participants accepting this; Aline also shares power by demanding the conversation should continue and I also exert power by determining that we could bring it up again in the next meeting. There is a certain level of orientation to difference seen here as people understand the differences of perspectives but at the same time feel free to disagree with it through the use of adversative markers (*but*). These ways of acting in a committed way through these ways of interacting between the participants is significant because it is in this discursive production between participants that the relation between being an actor (agency) and what is potentially available in the *coteaching/cogenerative dialogue* (structure) that fosters a teacher’s power to act. In other words, the possibilities for agency are intrinsically related to the ways in which social actors are positioned and position themselves in the practices in which they participate.

These ways of acting thus culminated in new representations that contributed to a sense of recognition at the schools. Aline represents this by stating, “*the practices that we have been doing for two years allowed us to have these successful results.*” This way of representing is different because here, Aline, rather than using the pronoun “I” as was typical during the first year representations of
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Final consideration

Ourselves (Hall, 2005). Not only our actions but the conceptions we have about the way of meaning-making which influences and organizes representations constructed in specific situations and as a result, we are treated as if one can do something of one’s own volition, having experiences that exercise agency (Edwards and D’arcy, 2004).

What this table demonstrates, therefore, is that \{coteaching\|cogenerative dialogue\} can provide room for the development of agency and new forms of participation as a teacher becomes respected and positioned as an accountable actor and for learning how to be a practicing participant at schools in and through participation in praxis. \{Coteaching\|cogenerative dialogue\} appeared to have crucial aspects of a context that allowed for transformation to occur and to be constitutive of the process of becoming a teacher (as teaching with others over an extended period of time fosters changes in the relations with others). In a similar vein, \{coteaching\|cogenerative dialogue\} proved to be a useful context for developing agency in teachers’ professional development. It was also useful in the sense that cogenerative dialogue meetings opened the floor to the examination of the ideas of (all) teachers and provide context for more symmetrical relations between teacher educators and novice teachers; it also provides a context for the development of the accountable actors’ identities.

Table 1. Ways of acting and interacting in \{coteaching\|cogenerative dialogue\}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways of acting</th>
<th>Ways of interacting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• taking turns to act and not to act in various ways – asking questions, making requests, explaining, greater mutuality of participation, more symmetrical ways of interacting</td>
<td>• using a mixture of questions and responses, which shows people are equally engaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• contributing to the topic, having the power to evaluate, interrupting, deciding to enter dialogue whenever they want, deciding to continue the dialogue on other occasions, engaging in topic brought up by others</td>
<td>• presenting features of dialogical practice (Mateus, 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• using a more equitable distribution of turns between the novice teachers, decreasing number of turns taken by the teacher educator</td>
<td>• showing a high level of epistemic modality and questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• language used opens for difference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Table 1 displays the ways of acting and interacting forged in this group while participating in \{coteaching\|cogenerative dialogue\}.

Finding and analyzing such ways of interacting in \{coteaching\|cogenerative dialogue\} is important in order to present alternative ways or organizing teacher education programs which aim at enabling novice teachers to play a more central role in the transformation of teacher education programs and schools. Such ways of acting and interacting in teacher education programs are crucial for the development of accountable actors’ identities. An accountable actor identity is only fostered by the creation of interactional spaces in which novice teachers

(a) are positioned as contributors whose inputs are recognized and credited (Niestz, 2010), (b) have the possibility to problematize and resolve noteworthy issues (Greeno, 2006), (c) are able to propose and evaluate ideas, and (d) are treated as if one can do something of one’s own volition, having experiences that exercise agency (Edwards and D’arcy, 2004).

This paper aimed at discussing an alternative way to transform the discursive practices in teacher education program through \{coteaching\|cogenerative dialogue\}. The ways of interacting in such encounters shows that the new teachers’ ways of interacting in this context is featured by more symmetry, with the participants contributing to the topic of the discussion, having the power to evaluate, interrupting, engaging in the topics initiated by others, showing willingness to participate, coordinating discussions, alternating leadership and alternating the position of the competent peer.

Rather than positioning herself as a passive agent here, Aline represents herself as the active and dynamic forces of the activity. She includes herself as the one responsible for the actions. Not only is she doing this, but she acknowledges that the whole group is doing so as well. Through this activation, Aline posits herself as the one who is also “doing things”. This interpretation is also confirmed by the fact she chooses a material process (to do), “the practices that we have doing,” in order to represent herself. This is crucial for the process of becoming agential if we understand identities as a set of cultural representations constructed in specific situations and as a way of meaning-making which influences and organizes not only our actions but the conceptions we have about ourselves (Hall, 2005).

The practice, starts to use the pronoun “we” for most of her representations. Such a change is significant in terms of the meanings of identification with regard not only to how texts represent and construct group communities (Fairclough, 2003) but also with regard to how it demonstrates a form that is substituted for ‘everybody’ (Lewis and Ketter, 2011). In addition, Aline includes herself as the one who ‘performs’ the action. There is a causal and consequence relation in Aline’s representation: they only have successful results because of their practices.

Table 1. Ways of acting and interacting in \{coteaching\|cogenerative dialogue\}.
Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)\(^3\) that allows the relationships to be otherwise. Coteaching/cogenerative dialogue evidently fosters the transformation of teachers’ identity as they fully integrate novice teachers into schools, allowing novice teachers to become respected, practicing participants among others teachers at schools. In becoming so imbued with the practice, they become part of the everyday life of the school for other participants and others, in turn, become part of their practice (Lave, 1996).

There is also evidence that coteaching/cogenerative dialogues provide more symmetrical relations and call attention to the need to reconsider the concept of the ZPD in more symmetrical terms (in the line with Roth and Radford, 2011; Zuckerman, 2007; Magalhães, 2009) in order to overcome power relations in teacher education programs.

Summing up, we demonstrated in this paper that such organization has the potential to foster more dialogical practices and thus, provide more symmetrical space in teacher education programs.
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\(^3\) The concept was initially defined as “the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86).
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